THE AVOCET LINE
RAIL USER GROUP

MANIFESTO
for the Exeter—Exmouth Line

LOOKING FORWARD TO THE NEXT FIVE YEARS

The Avocet Line Rail User Group (ALRUG) was created in 2007 to ascertain from rail
passengers the service improvements they would like from a new train operator,
First Great Western. The aspirations of passengers on the line were set out in 2010
in Manifesto for the Exmouth Line.
A host of small improvements have been achieved in the past eight years, to the
timetable, to stations, in reliability, punctuality, information provision and in
cleanliness. Yet the bigger issues largely remain – stations and rolling stock fit to be
used by more and more passengers; a seven day railway able to drive a booming
economy without its roads becoming saturated.
With the dawn of a new Great Western Railway, it is timely to review what passengers
might expect in the coming five years: how much of it is already promised and what
more ALRUG, as their voice, should work towards with industry partners.
The new Great Western franchise promises much, but it is in the context of a
growing demand throughout the South West peninsula for a railway on a par with
other English regions. In the next decade or two the Avocet Line should be part of
that improved railway – with more frequent trains using electric power. In the
meantime this Manifesto sets out some more modest requirements that should not
have to wait so long.
Tony Day
Chairman
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INTRODUCTION
This is alrug’s second manifesto, which sets out our objectives
and campaigning strategies for the next five years. It comes at an
appropriate time. A great deal is happening on the railway, and the
circumstances in which it is written are markedly different from five
years ago. In particular:


The new gwr franchise promises to address our principal
long-standing issues – the capacity and reliability of our
services.



The recent election has confirmed the broad thrust of future
transport policy. There is unprecedented investment in the
railway, even though little is earmarked specifically for the
South West, and fiscal pressures leave some uncertainty as to
whether all these plans can be delivered.

Passenger numbers continue to rise faster than forecast. Journeys
on the line have increased by 63% over the last ten years. Exeter is
in the middle of a period of expansion. It punches well above its
economic weight and is an employment hub supporting a regional
population of 500,000. The city’s Core Strategy provides for at
least 12,000 additional dwellings, 60 hectares of employment land
and up to 40,000 square metres of net retail floor space by 2026.
As most of the development areas are on or close to the railway, we
can expect much more growth in the demand for rail services.
Exeter’s road network is approaching saturation. At the same time
its rail assets are underused for a city with four local rail routes and
nine (soon to be ten) stations within its boundaries: the 2011
census recorded that only 2% of Exeter’s travel-to-work journeys
are by rail. Although the local network is worked to the limit of its
current capacity, the promise of longer trains in the new franchise
provides an opportunity for a significant increase in patronage, and
the ability to achieve a worthwhile modal shift to rail.
Devon Metro
Devon Metro is a Devon County Council (dcc) proposal to expand
the role of railways serving Exeter and Torbay over the next fifteen
years, and make better use of the existing network. The plan is not
yet fully defined: at present it mainly involves building new stations
at Marsh Barton and Edginswell, and achieving a frequency of two
trains-per-hour (tph) on the principal route between Exmouth and
Paignton. alrug fully supports the Devon Metro proposals, but
we also consider that modal shift and a high standard of customer
experience should be included as explicit objectives.
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While alrug’s remit is to represent passengers on the ExeterExmouth line, the Exmouth services are inextricably linked with
other services in the Exeter travel-to-work area. alrug therefore
takes a detailed interest in the operational aspects of the whole of the
local network, though our concern with stations is confined to those
on the Avocet line itself.
Manifesto questions
The manifesto deals with three questions. First, what sort of railway
do passengers want to see in the next ten years? Second, from what
has been promised what do we still have to achieve? Third, how do
we go about it?
WHAT SORT OF RAILWAY DO WE WANT?
Our aspirations haven’t changed since we set them out in our first
manifesto five years ago. They are summarised here in the form of
five desired outcomes:


A frequent seven-day-clock-face service pattern capable of
meeting growth (Outcome 1).



Sufficient reliable trains, with adequate capacity, which meet
passenger’s expectations (Outcome 2).



Stations which meet established standards (Outcome 3).



A high standard of service which improves on the current level
of passenger experience (Outcome 4).



A railway which makes a full contribution to the economic
development of Exeter and the surrounding region (Outcome 5).

These objectives are all quite general: what do they mean in practice?
Many of the ways in which these aspirations might be met are
detailed below. Details are important to the passenger: it is the
ability to get them right which makes the difference between an
ordinary railway and a good one.
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WHAT DO WE GET IN THE FRANCHISE?
Information on forthcoming changes has come from both the
franchise announcement and briefings by fgw (now gwr). The
changes set out here are the latest industry statements: most are
franchise commitments; one is a statement of intent by gwr.
Rolling Stock Changes
The cascade of Class 15x units from Bristol will give Exeter a fleet of
two Class 150/0 units and 23 Class 150/2s by December 2017 for
use on Exeter local services and elsewhere. Barnstaple services will
use Class 158s and the Class 143, 150/1 & 153 units will leave the
area. All the Class 150/2s will have had recent C6 overhauls by the
end of the franchise period, and be fitted with wi-fi, internal journey
information screens and prm/ tsi compliant controlled emission
toilets. Most Exmouth trains will have four coaches. This will provide
adequate capacity in the peaks until the end of the franchise period,
and an off-peak capacity surplus which will need to be exploited.
Change in Service Pattern
The West of England timetable will be recast, with hourly fast and
semi-fast trains from Paddington on fixed stopping patterns, allowing
two fixed paths per hour for local services between Exeter and
Newton Abbot. This will in turn permit a 2tph clock-face service
between Exmouth and Paignton, and the separation of the service to
Barnstaple. It will also allow fixed connection patterns with mainline services.
We believe it important that the Exmouth-Paignton service is
worked on an all-stations basis, which might be achieved by reducing
station dwell-times. In any case, Polsloe Bridge generates sufficient
traffic to merit being served by all trains.
Seven Day Railway
Once there is sufficient stock and the 2tph service to Paignton has
been established, the weekday service will be extended to Sundays,
giving virtually similar services each day of the week. This is a
statement of intent rather than a franchise commitment and gwr
may need to be positively encouraged to ensure this happens.
Factors which might affect the plan
The cascade depends on the electrification of the Paddington
suburban lines, and the arrival of emus to run these services. The
gw electrification plan has been protected from recent economies,
and although it is running well behind schedule the suburban
element is least affected. The emus may be the limiting factor, as
these may be delayed by up to a year.
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Conclusion
Although the program may be subject to delay, we can reasonably
expect to see our Outcomes 1 and 2 met in full, though it may take
until the end of the franchise.
WHAT DO WE STILL NEED TO ACHIEVE?
Our other aspirations can be grouped under three headings: the need
to bring station facilities up to a reasonable standard; improving the
customer experience; and the need for some substantial
infrastructure improvements.
Station Facilities
This is the most disappointing area of the franchise announcement.
Although the station standards established by alrug and dcc at the
Avocet Community Rail Line Forum have been agreed by gwr, they
have not been reflected in the franchise. There is still an unfulfilled
shopping list of important items required to meet the basic standards.
In all, we need four ticket vending machines ( tvms), three Customer
Information Screens (cis) and two cctv installations.1
Improving the customer experience
Our existing services have a number of shortcomings, and there are
many areas where customer experience could and should be raised to
the level of good practice elsewhere in the country, from improved
ticketing to better information during periods of disruption, and
effective integration with other forms of public transport.
The most pressing concern is ticketing, not least to reduce the
current revenue loss. We believe that passengers should have the
facility to purchase tickets before their journey at all except the
smallest stations on the network (which in our case means Exton and
Lympstone Commando). It is unacceptable to have long queues at
the Exeter Central gate line because of a failure to sell tickets before
passengers reach their destination. Moreover passengers elsewhere

1

TVMs at Lympstone Village, Topsham (Down side), Polsloe Bridge and St James’ Park; CIS at Lympstone

Village, Polsloe Bridge and St James’ Park; CCTV at Polsloe Bridge and St James’ Park
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can now expect to buy and pay for their tickets in a variety of ways.
We wish to see a determined effort to introduce smart ticketing
solutions, such as Oyster-like cards and m-ticketing.
Our overall need is for a set of standards for the service element of
Devon Metro along the lines of those relating to station standards,
designed to ensure the rail becomes a more attractive public
transport mode of choice. A clear vision for Devon Metro would be
a good start.

There are a number of issues at St James’ Park. The platforms are
very short. Platform 1 (left) will only take a three coach train,
while Platform 2 will just take a single Class 143 unit. The access
to both platforms is steep: there are no ticket facilities, and this
vulnerable station lacks CCTV.

Infrastructure Improvements.
The growth of rail traffic is well documented and seems set to
continue, even before we take into account the additional traffic
which will be generated by the planned development in and around
Exeter. We believe that there are a number of improvements which
will be required in the next decade, both to deal with this growth,
and to address some of the current operational issues on the line.
These enhancements, for which significant funding will be required
include:


Platform lengthening at St James’ Park to take four coach
trains in both directions.



Improved access at St James’ Park particularly for wheelchair
users.
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Improved access at Polsloe Bridge which, because of its
condition, age and location will probably entail a complete
rebuild. It would be sensible to provide a new second platform
at the same time.


New station at Hill Barton to serve the planned Monkerton
Urban Extension. It is likely that this will require additional
infrastructure to provide the necessary track capacity.



Increasing the frequency to 4tph between Exeter and Topsham,
enabling: at least 2tph for all stations on the line; high
frequency services for match-day traffic to Sandy Park; and
eventual expansion of the Devon Metro network.

We have previously argued the need with dcc for all these
improvements to be regarded as one package: in that way they might
have a better chance of ‘gaining traction’.

The sum total of facilities at Polsloe Bridge, which sees over
100,000 journeys per year. The shelter is exposed to the
weather, there are no ticket facilities, and no real time train
information. The platform is very narrow, and the access is
steep even for the able-bodied. The station is on a very
awkward site, and it is doubtful if it could be brought to modern
standards in its present location.

ACHIEVING THE OBJECTIVES
Our remaining aspirations - Outcomes 3 to 5 - fall into two categories,
basically according to the levels of investment they require.
For the low to medium level, and specifically for individual station
improvements, we believe that the Avocet Line Community Rail
Forum is the appropriate arena in which they can be discussed with
other stakeholders, a plan agreed, and funding sought. The Forum
now needs to develop a comprehensive Line Plan with a costed
programme to secure the necessary investment, and this will be a
priority for alrug. This will not solve the need for development of
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standards for Devon Metro, which is outside the remit of the Forum
and for which there is as yet no suitable organization. alrug may
have to take the lead here.
Getting high level investment will be more difficult, though the
process is still basically straightforward. Assuming that the
individual elements can be wrapped into a suitable envelope project
or projects, they would need agreement by dcc’s Local Transport
Board [ltb] that they should form part of the Devon Metro proposal,
for which there is already provision in the Local Transport Plan
[LTP3]. This would enable inclusion in the Strategic Enterprise Plan
of the Local Enterprise Partnership [lep]. It is from here that bids
are made on the Local Growth Fund, a central government regional
fund which is currently being released in tranches worth about £2bn
annually. alrug’s priority will be to ensure that projects are
energetically pursued within dcc; that they reflect our objectives;
and that they get the necessary political support within dcc to
achieve acceptance by the ltb.
SUMMARY
alrug no longer needs to pursue the question of additional rolling
stock, as the planned cascade will deal with the current issues of
capacity and reliability by the end the franchise. It will be necessary
to be vigilant about the standard of service during the transition, and
to continue to monitor day to day services.
The matter of station facilities should be dealt with through the Line
Forum, through a Line Plan in which alrug should be prepared to
provide a major input.
alrug should press for the creation of a body to oversee the
development of the service aspects of Devon Metro, to drive up the
standards of passenger experience and encourage modal shift.
For the infrastructure improvements to meet the medium and long
term requirements of the line, alrug should lobby for them to be
grouped into suitable projects to simplify their acceptance by the
ltb, to enable funding through the lep’s Strategic Enterprise Plan.
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ST JAMES’ PARK
Both platforms need lengthening to take four coach
trains in each direction. Access needs to be
improved. Requires TVM, CIS and CCTV.

POLSLOE BRIDGE
Station almost devoid of facilities: requires TVM, CIS
and CCTV. Access is poor and platform is narrow,
but remedies will probably involving rebuilding
station. Usage of this station now over 100,000 and
merits calls by all trains.

MONKERTON (HILL BARTON)
Station site earmarked for proposed development
of Monkerton Urban Extension (mixed housing and
employment).

DIGBY & SOWTON
Station is busiest un-manned station in South West.
Narrow platforms hamper crowd control du ring
rugby matches; platform too short for six coach
trains.

TOPSHAM
THE AVOCET LINE

Requires TVM for Down platform.

N
1 km

EXTON
Platform height not entirely satisfactory despite
installation of “Harrington Hump”

LYMPSTONE VILLAGE
Requires TVM and CIS.

EXMOUTH
Alterations to improve station approach complete.
Plans in hand to upgrade station exterior and make
changes to interior layout. CCTV installation
planned.
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PASSENGER EXPECTATIONS
We believe that, within the next five years, passengers using the
Avocet Line should be able to expect:


A 30 minute interval service on a fixed clock-face time table,
throughout the working day and early evening, and hourly
thereafter, seven days a week.



To get a seat at all times other than the high peak. Even in
peak periods, it should not be necessary to stand for more
than 10 minutes during a journey.



To be able to buy a ticket before starting the journey at all
stations (except Exton and Lympstone Commando).
Passengers should have the option of buying an electronic
ticket or using an Oyster-like card, with payment options
including contactless transactions.



At the station, to be able to sit while waiting for the rain,
protected from wind and rain.



On the platform, to receive clear information on the
departure of the next train, with guidance on where to wait,
particularly for cyclists and those with wheel chairs or prams.



On the train, wi-fi access at every seat, announcements that
are relevant and audible, and access to a clean toilet.



At major stations, the ability to connect with main-line
service with a connection pattern that is clear and regular.



During periods of disruption, to receive information that is
timely, relevant and unambiguous.



Above all, a service that is reliable and consistent, and
conveys the impression that it is being run for the benefit of
the passenger.
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THE AVOCET LINE RAIL USER GROUP
The Avocet Line has an active user group of over 200 members
representing all users of the line, with an impact well beyond its
size. It has been the catalyst for the many improvements on the
line since 2007. As this manifesto indicates, there is more to
achieve, and we welcome new members to help with our work
and increase our influence with the industry. For more information,
visit our website:

www.avocetline.org.uk
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